Silverado muffler replacement

For a lot of people, the stock exhaust that comes on their truck is all they will ever need â€”
aside from the possible need for a replacement if they are not careful on the road. That is when
a high-performance exhaust upgrade becomes a great choice to customize their truck in the
best way possible. That means you need to check your make and model, in this case, a
Chevrolet Silverado , and also the model year of your pickup. From there, you want to make
sure you pick an exhaust system that is compatible with your specific engine since multiple
engines are available for the Silverado each year. Be careful with any aftermarket parts you
choose for your vehicle, since you want to ensure they are of the highest quality possible. The
following are some of the best exhaust upgrades for the Silverado out there, with systems
available for as well as earlier models in most cases. This is a dual-exit exhaust designed
specifically for the 5. The dual-exit is just a bit nicer and offers better features overall, in our
opinion. There are a number of these available for different model years and engines, and we
suggest the Cat-Back dual-exit Exhaust System in particular. Dual 3-inch stainless steel pipes
offer impressive sound and excellent performance, with options for either dual out the rear or
out the sides â€” whichever you prefer. The pipes are capped with a pair of 4-inch double-wall
black ceramic-coated stainless steel tips, which offer a great look and solid performance.
Seriously, people will definitely hear your truck coming with this exhaust system, so keep that
in mind, especially if you have close neighbors and need to use your truck early in the morning.
This system is pretty similar to the Flowmaster Outlaw in overall look and design, with a pair of
4-inch rolled stainless exhaust pipes, each tipped with a black ceramic finish. These are rear-out
pipes, however, so you lack the other option provided with the Flowmaster Outlaw system. This
is a solid exhaust system that produces a notably aggressive sound when you rev your engine
or cruise along the highway. This is one of the more expensive options out there on the market,
but it is certainly among the best. This is a rear-exit setup that provides excellent performance
and really makes for an enjoyable overall driving experience for your truck. If you want your
Silverado to sound like a roaring beast, then this is a good way to go. You can use this exhaust
system with either the 4. It has a Super 40 series muffler that exits into a pair of 2. A pair of 3. A
lot of the other upgrades on the market offer loud, aggressive sound for your truck, both for
people around you and for you while driving. The American Thunder series provides deep,
impressive sound quality from your engine to people outside of your pickup, while providing
only a moderate boost for you in the cabin. If you already know all about catalytic converters
and exhaust systems, then you can probably skip this part. Internal combustion produces a
tremendous amount of power to propel you and your vehicle forward, and at the same time, it
also creates toxic gases that need to be controlled. Your catalytic converter helps deal with
some of this and reduces the overall pollution that comes from your vehicle. With that said,
there are still gases that need to be vented out from your engine, away from you and your
passengers inside the vehicle. This is a question we get asked a lot by our customers,
especially anyone who wants to squeeze out as much power as possible from their vehicle. It
might seem strange that something like the exhaust system of your Silverado could actually
improve its horsepower, but the reality is that yes, it can do so. So, increasing torque from an
engine at a set RPM for that engine will, by definition, improve horsepower. Then that air and
gases are vented out through the exhaust system. Assuming you do not want to simply get a
more powerful engine for your Silverado there are currently six engines available for the Chevy
Silverado, so there are a lot of options here , an exhaust upgrade is not the only way to boost
performance and horsepower. As we saw a moment ago, the system that powers your vehicle
requires air coming into your engine to create combustion and power. Not only that, but a cold
air intake is a surprisingly affordable option that really does make a noticeable difference. More
air and more oxygen coming into your engine create more power for you. Just like an upgraded
exhaust system, however, make sure you choose a reliable manufacturer and only let someone
you can trust make any installations or changes to your vehicle. A power programmer and
performance chip can also be a great, high-tech way to boost performance with your Silverado.
As you probably know, your truck has a computer that controls its engine and overall
performance. With a power programmer, you can connect to this computer and potentially tell it
to boost overall performance. So, who can you trust to make sure any modifications and
adjustments to your Chevy Silverado are done properly? With all due modesty, we would
suggest your local Chevy dealership as a great place to go and have an upgraded exhaust or
cold air intake installed. Here at McCluskey Chevy, we specialize in Chevy vehicles like the
Silverado, which means our mechanics and techs really know your vehicle inside and out. At
our parts department, we can discuss your options with you and talk about your best choices
for upgrading your exhaust, air intake, or anything else on your Silverado. And here at our
service center, we can do all of the necessary work for you so that you can drive away in an
enhanced truck that is more fun to drive than ever before. We cannot overstress the importance

of having someone you trust do this work â€” and having a certified shop handle it for you.
Otherwise, you could end up voiding your warranty with aftermarket work, or discover that the
work was not done correctly, resulting in a costly and potentially dangerous problem. Getting
your exhaust upgraded or having a cold air intake installed can make your truck a lot more fun
to drive, and even ensure it produces a more pleasing tone while idling or driving. There are so
many fun drives to take in the Cincinnati area, and having an upgraded exhaust only makes
them more enjoyable. Once you have your new exhaust, be sure to check out those paths â€”
you will not regret it. Your email address will not be published. McCluskey Chevrolet. Look for
this link on your favorites: Save. Share this Post:. What is a Cat-Back Exhaust? Great Drives to
Take around Cincinnati Getting your exhaust upgraded or having a cold air intake installed can
make your truck a lot more fun to drive, and even ensure it produces a more pleasing tone while
idling or driving. US east to Ripley and back â€” This is a great option that really showcases the
beauty of the Cincinnati area. US west to Aurora, IN to Rising Sun â€” Going the other way, this
is a stunning route when you just want to get away from it all and drive for a while. Trust us; the
views are just as gorgeous as the city names. This is a lovely place to stop and stretch your
legs, then get ready to bask in the beauty of the land around you. You can thank us later. Posted
in Best Exhaust For Silverado. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Shop By Vehicle. Search Vehicles. Keyword Search: Filtered Search: type. Contact
Us. Sales Service Parts McCluskey Chevrolet We use cookies to ensure you get the best
experience on our website. Shop by Size. We do not have those parts for your vehicle. Please
select another part category. All Federal catalytic converters meet EPA requirements. Federal
Catalytic Converters are not legal for sale, installation or use in the state of California.
Converters in this catalog are based on Executive Orders issued by the California Air Resource
Board and must be used in accordance with this information. In California, it is illegal to select a
catalytic converter for installation based solely on vehicle weight and engine size. In Colorado,
it is illegal to select a catalytic converter for installation based solely on vehicle weight and
engine size. You can find out by inspecting the emissions sticker that is located in your engine
compartment. All model year and newer vehicles that were manufactured with California or
State emissions certification. All model year and earlier vehicles or any model year vehicle that
was manufactured with EPA or Federal emissions non State certification. All , , and newer
vehicles that were manufactured with California or State emissions certification. All model year
vehicles, and all model year or earlier vehicles. All model year vehicles that were manufactured
with EPA or Federal emissions certification. Select the option that best describes your vehicle.
We want to make sure the part fits your specific vehicle so we need a little more information
from you. The HD stands for heavy duty, and drivers of this model can confirm that the truck
lives up to this title. Its Vortex 6. If you want to upgrade this truck and give it even more power,
investing in a Silverado HD muffler replacement kit is one of your best options. Whether you're
looking for a single-side exit, dual rear or dual side swept exhaust, find the ultimate Quality,
Power and Sound in a custom fit Silverado HD performance exhaust system. To ensure proper
fitment for your Chevy, be sure to select your specific vehicle below and explore MagnaFlow's
lineup of Silverado performance exhaust systems. Keep that Check Engine Light off and
upgrade your Silverado with an emissions compliant catalytic converter. Be sure to select your
specific HD year and model below to see the catalytic converter applications that fit your
vehicle. In addition to a replacement muffler kit, you might consider street cat-back systems for
Silverado HD's if you want to upgrade specific parts of your exhaust for a customized
performance. A cat back system offers a number of benefits, including a relatively simple
installation and a considerable boost in power. This is achieved by replacing the parts of your
exhaust system that are behind the catalytic converter. This frees up the flow of gas to your
engine and makes for a more powerful system. If your truck is already heavy duty, why invest in
upgrades? Chevrolet Silverado HD performance exhaust systems might seem superfluous
when you already have a powerful and capable truck on your hands. Upgrading parts such as
Chevrolet Silverado HD catalytic converters provides a range of benefits beyond simply
granting more horsepower. These improvements also often boost gas mileage and contribute to
greater longevity for your system and engine. Many drivers crave the throaty, deep, rumbling
sound that is produced by a quality aftermarket muffler. If you want to endow your truck with
this feature and improve its performance while doing so, investing in the best performance
mufflers for Chevrolet Silverado HD is the next step. Your Silverado deserves only the best, and
with the right replacement parts, you can unleash the full potential of its performance. Enjoy
improved fuel efficiency and a more powerful engine when you choose the right exhaust system
upgrades. For additional program details, requirements and eligibility - learn more. Read More
Accept. Select Your Vehicle Type. Shop By Vehicle Year. Sub Model. Select Your Vehicle
Specifications It is possible we may not have parts for certain vehicles. Where is your Vehicle

Registered? New York. Federal EPA. Vehicle Details Select the option that best describes your
vehicle. What is your EFN? Shop by Vehicle Select your vehicle type to find the right parts for
your vehicle. Vehicle Specifications Select your vehicle type to find the right parts for your
vehicle. Vehicle Registration Select your vehicle type to find the right parts for your vehicle.
Vehicle Emissions Choose which emissions standard is equipped on your vehicle. Vehicle
Details We need to know a little more about your vehicle. Vehicle EFN Choose which emissions
standard is equipped on your vehicle. To shop all available parts for your Chevrolet Silverado
HD , please select your vehicle:. Select Vehicle. To shop performance exhaust systems for your
Chevrolet Silverado HD , please select your vehicle:. To shop catalytic converters for your
Chevy Silverado HD , please select your vehicle:. Why Choose a Cat-Back System In addition to
a replacement muffler kit, you might consider street cat-back systems for Silverado HD's if you
want to upgrade specific parts of your exhaust for a customized performance. Why Invest in
Performance? Benefits of Performance Mufflers Many drivers crave the throaty, deep, rumbling
sound that is produced by a quality aftermarket muffler. Step 4: Recycling Your job is done! You
helped keep things clean and earned some green. While the muffler can sometimes be fixed by
patching the holes causing the problem, it has to be completely replaced when the damage is
too severe. Just keep in mind that most of these are muffler repair cost estimate, and might be
different from what your local garage will charge you due to the particular car model that you
drive. The noise coming from the engine is the result of an ebb and flow of air that comes from
the opening and closing motion of the engine exhaust valve. The resulting noise reaches the
muffler prior to the gasses; hence it ends up getting canceled out. From there, it travels through
a perforated tube, which releases it into yet another perforated tube. These tubes basically
generate an opposite frequency to that which emanates from the exhaust and thus cancel out
the sound prior to the exhaust gases reaching the muffler outlet. Gas mileage is one of the
foremost advantages of getting a new muffler. Also, dirt and grime accumulate on the muffler
over time, thus compromising its ability to perform well and this eventually leads to a complete
breakdown, which you may not even notice. This causes a blockage on the entire engine thus
compromising its performance considerably, which may also lead to starting issues as a result.
The muffler should be replaced as soon as a hole appears on it because it can lead to numerous
problems like:. Replacing a muffler should take usually working hours if it is performed by an
experienced car mechanic. First, the mechanic jacks up the car so that he can safely go under
it, followed by an oil application on all the clamps and bolts that will be removed. Thereafter,
some jointing paste will be smeared onto the relevant joints and pipes so that the new muffler
will adhere well. The mechanic must now install the new muffler before tightening the clamps
and pipes according to precise torque settings. After making sure that the new muffler is firmly
set in place, the mechanic will start the car in order to check for any further gas leaks or
vibrations and to make sure that the new muffler is not tangling anything up while under the car.
Afterward, the mechanic will take the car for a spin to ensure that everything is working as it
should. If you have the right tools for the job, then you can easily replace the muffler on your
own. You can also save money on muffler replacement by getting different quotes from different
service providers. Shure you can. Make sure that the ignition keys have been removed and that
the car is in park mode. The tools required in repairing or replacing a muffler include a pry bar,
hacksaw and deep wall sockets in the appropriate sizes. How much does a muffler cost? While
muffler prices vary, you can get a muffler for less by purchasing it from your local garage. The
rule of thumb here is to purchase the best muffler that you can personally afford instead of
trying to cut corners. When doing the replacement, you should ensure that the nuts and clamps
on both sides are tightened well to avoid noise, gas leaks and other problems that come with
loosely screwed muffler components. A well-fitted muffler will last you for years to come
without requiring a replacement, and it will greatly improve engine performance and overall
efficiency. Below are some muffler replacement sample costs based on some of the most
popular car models in the country. Of course, this is only an estimate, and prices may differ
from those in your area. You can check some other car service cost eg. Wow, I never knew that
gas mileage is one of the things that will benefit from a new muffler! I know you said we could
replace it on our own, but I feel a bit nervous doing that because neither I nor my husband really
know how to do it, and I worry it could be dangerous without the proper tools. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Join our mailing list to receive
the latest coupons, news, and updates from our team. Or check the best oil change coupons
here. The Muffler Repair Cost Guide Average Muffler Replacement Cost While the muffler can
sometimes be fixed by patching the holes causing the problem, it has to be completely replaced
when the damage is too severe. Muffler Replacement Cost Monro Muffler. Express Auto repair.
Fair Muffler. Pep Boys. Three Star Muffler Shop. Civic EX Exhaust Pipe and Muffler. Toyota
Camry. Mercury Tracer. New Muffler. Chevy Silverado. Nissan Altima. Flex Pipe and Muffler.

Jeep Cherokee. Nissan Maxima. Muffler replacement. Toyota Corolla. Fixing muffler. Buick
Century Subaru Forester. Muffler Replacement. In this guide you will find:. Related Articles.
Rack and Pinion Replacement Costs. Average Transmission Fluid Change Cost Malia Davis
December 5, - pm Wow, I never knew that gas mileage is one of the things that will benefit from
a new muffler! Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. All Oil Change Coupons Join our mailing list to receive the
latest coupons, news, and updates from our team. As its name implies, your Chevy Silverado 's
muffler is designed to muffle the noise from your engine. When your Chevy Silverado 's muffler
isn't working, people will be able to hear your car from three blocks away. Most states have
laws regulating how loud a muffler can be, so it's a good idea to replace yours if it isn't working
correctly. Many states also check muffler performance when they test your car's emissions
system prior to reregistering it. You can buy replacement mufflers for Chevy Silverado s at
PartsGeek. The muffler is located underneath the carriage of your Chevy Silverado , toward the
rear of the car. Over time, this piece of equipment can rust or even rot out. Mufflers are
positioned to obstruct the flow of exhaust gases, and this means they decrease the efficiency of
your Chevy Silverado 's engine. They are available for the following Chevrolet Silverado years: ,
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 08, 07, 06, 05, 04, 03, 02, 01, 00, This part is also
sometimes called Chevrolet Silverado Mufflers. With a top-of-the-line Chevrolet Silverado
muffler, your ride is quieter and more pleasant and your emissions system is ready for testing
before registration. With an engine as powerful as the one inside your Silverado, you need a
muffler from PartsGeek. Grab a Flowmaster or Walker muffler for your truck from PartsGeek.
Our affordable prices, helpful customer service and speedy order processing leave you
satisfied and excited to come back to us for even more parts for your pickup. And with our
fitment notes and day return policy, you never have to worry about wasting money on the wrong
Silverado part or accessory. This simple yet intricately designed part comes filled with tubes,
passages and holes that together form a sound-cancelling network. As sound waves travel
through the system, they lose energy and cancel one another out. A number of different aspects
affect the pricing of your Chevrolet Silverado muffler, including:. The lifespan of your muffler
depends on how much you drive and the road and weather conditions you usually face. On
average, you can expect it to last two to four years. If you see a lot of rain or snow where you
live or if you drive over a lot of loose gravel or potholes, your muffler is exposed to more threats
such as rusting or cracking. I bought a Magnaflow 40 series muffler to go on my Chevy
Silverado. Great site great product. I found ordering auto parts online very simple and love the
prices compared to purchasing auto parts at all of the various auto stores as I've always done in
the past. I had Flow master mufflers installed on one of my vehicle before and love the way they
sound. I went with the single exhaust this time and love the way it sound. I was going to do the
install myself but instead took it to a muffler shop. Glad I did because they welded it on and I
was planning on using clamps. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a
part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA
number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We
scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence!
Click to Enlarge. Flowmaster Muffler. Overall Length; Aluminized Steel. Shipping Options: Free
Ground Shipping. Walker Muffler. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day.
Automotive Item Grade High Performance. California Proposition 65 Chemical Name 2
Chromium hexavalent compounds. Inlet Diameter Designation Inside Diameter. Outlet Diameter
Designation Inside Diameter. What is a Chevrolet Silverado muffler? How much is a Chevrolet
Silverado muffler? A number of different aspects affect the pricing of your Chevrolet Silverado
muffler, including: The brand The materials that make up the muffler The year of the truck it is
designed to fit The special features it offers How long does a Chevrolet Silverado muffler last?
Read more reviews. Outstanding fast delivery. The muffler was beautiful, but I ordered a trailer
hitch. Catalog: F. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Chevrolet Silverado Catalog: A. Vehicle Sub Model
Chevrolet Silverado Catalog: C. Catalog: N. For a lot of people, the stock exhaust that comes on
their truck is all they will ever need â€” aside from the possible need for a replacement if they
are not careful on the road. That is when a high-performance exhaust upgrade becomes a great
choice to customize their truck in the best way possible. That means you need to check your
make and model, in this case, a Chevrolet Silverado , and also the model year of your pickup.
From there, you want to make sure you pick an exhaust system that is compatible with your
specific engine since multiple engines are available for the Silverado each year. Be careful with
any aftermarket parts you choose for your vehicle, since you want to ensure they are of the
highest quality possible. The following are some of the best exhaust upgrades for the Silverado
out there, with systems available for as well as earlier models in most cases. This is a dual-exit
exhaust designed specifically for the 5. The dual-exit is just a bit nicer and offers better features

overall, in our opinion. There are a number of these available for different model years and
engines, and we suggest the Cat-Back dual-exit Exhaust System in particular. Dual 3-inch
stainless steel pipes offer impressive sound and excellent performance, with options for either
dual out the rear or out the sides â€” whichever you prefer. The pipes are capped with a pair of
4-inch double-wall black ceramic-coated stainless steel tips, which offer a great look and solid
performance. Seriously, people will definitely hear your truck coming with this exhaust system,
so keep that in mind, especially if you have close neighbors and need to use your truck early in
the morning. This system is pretty similar to the Flowmaster Outlaw in overall look and design,
with a pair of 4-inch rolled stainless exhaust pipes, each tipped with a black ceramic finish.
These are rear-out pipes, however, so you lack the other option provided with the Flowmaster
Outlaw system. This is a solid exhaust system that produces a notably aggressive sound when
you rev your engine or cruise along the highway. This is one of the more expensive options out
there on the market, but it is certainly among the best. This is a rear-exit setup that provides
excellent performance and really makes for an enjoyable overall driving experience for your
truck. If you want your Silverado to sound like a roaring beast, then this is a good way to go.
You can use this exhaust system with either the 4. It has a Super 40 series muffler that exits into
a pair of 2. A pair of 3. A lot of the other upgrades on the market offer loud, aggressive sound
for your truck, both for people around you and for you while driving. The American Thunder
series provides deep, impressive sound quality from your engine to people outside of your
pickup, while providing only a moderate boost for you in the cabin. If you already know all about
catalytic converters and exhaust systems, then you can probably skip this part. Internal
combustion produces a tremendous amount of power to propel you and your vehicle forward,
and at the same time, it also creates toxic gases that need to be controlled. Your catalytic
converter helps deal with some of this and reduces the overall pollution that comes from your
vehicle. With that said, there are still gases that need to be vented out from your engine, away
from you and your passengers inside the vehicle. This is a question we get asked a lot by our
customers, especially anyone who wants to squeeze out as much power as possible from their
vehicle. It might seem strange that something like the exhaust system of your Silverado could
actually improve its horsepower, but the reality is that yes, it can do so. So, increasing torque
from an engine at a set RPM for that engine will, by definition, improve horsepower. Then that
air and gases are vented out through the exhaust system. Assuming you do not want to simply
get a more powerful engine for your Silverado there are currently six engines available for the
Chevy Silverado, so there are a lot of options here , an exhaust upgrade is not the only way to
boost performance and horsepower. As we saw a moment ago, the system that powers your
vehicle requires air coming into your engine to create combustion and power. Not only that, but
a cold air intake is a surprisingly affordable option that really does make a noticeable difference.
More air and more oxygen coming into your engine create more power for you. Just like an
upgraded exhaust system, however, make sure you choose a reliable manufacturer and only let
someone you can trust make any installations or changes to your vehicle. A power programmer
and performance chip can also be a great, high-tech way to boost performance with your
Silverado. As you probably know, your truck has a computer that controls its engine and overall
performance. With a power programmer, you can connect to this computer and potentially tell it
to boost overall performance. So, who can you trust to make sure any modifications and
adjustments to your Chevy Silverado are done properly? With all due modesty, we would
suggest your local Chevy dealership as a great place to go and have an upgraded exhaust or
cold air intake installed. Here at McCluskey Chevy, we specialize in Chevy vehicles like the
Silverado, which means our mechanics and techs really know your vehicle inside and out. At
our parts department, we can discuss your options with you and talk about your best choices
for upgrading your exhaust, air intake, or anything else on your Silverado. And here at our
service center, we can do all of the necessary work for you so that you can drive away in an
enhanced truck that is more fun to drive than ever before. We cannot overstress the importance
of having someone you trust do this work â€” and having a certified shop handle it for you.
Otherwise, you could end up voiding your warranty with aftermarket work, or discover that the
work was not done correctly, resulting in a costly and potentially dangerous problem. Getting
your exhaust upgraded or having a cold air intake installed can make your truck a lot more fun
to drive, and even ensure it produces a more pleasing tone while idling or driving. There are so
many fun drives to take in the Cincinnati area, and having an upgraded exhaust only makes
them more enjoyable. Once you have your new exhaust, be sure to check out those paths â€”
you will not regret it. Your email address will not be published. McCluskey Chevrolet. Look for
this link on your favorites: Save. Share this Post:. What is a Cat-Back Exhaust? Great Drives to
Take around Cincinnati Getting your exhaust upgraded or having a cold air intake installed can
make your truck a lot more fun to drive, and even ensure it produces a more pleasing tone while

idling or driving. US east to Ripley and back â€” This is a great option that really showcases the
beauty of the Cincinnati area. US west to Aurora, IN to Rising Sun â€” Going the other way, this
is a stunning route when you just want to get away from it all and drive for a while. Trust us; the
views are just as gorgeous as the city names. This is a lovely place to stop and stretch your
legs, then get ready to bask in the beauty of the land around you. You can thank us later. Posted
in Best Exhaust For Silverado. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Shop By Vehicle. Search Vehicles. Keyword Search: Filtered Search: type. Contact
Us. Sales Service Parts McCluskey Chevrolet Custom car, muscle car and hot rod owners insist
on installing Dynomax Ultra Flow Welded Mufflers to give their high-powered vehicles a
powerful and deep tone that communicates the performance of their ride to others. We've Made
a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Muffler
part. Recommended Use. Returns Policy. See All. Quantity Sold. Shop Chevrolet Silverado
Muffler. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: WK Guaranteed to Fit.
Core Charge. Add to cart. Wheelbase, Wheelbase Chevrolet Silverado Base 8 Cyl 4. Wheelbase
Chevrolet Silverado Base 8 Cyl 5. Part Number: F Inlet Size Outlet Size : 3 in. Part Number: KV
Product Details Inlet Size : 2. Inlet Size Outlet Size : 3. Inlet Size Outlet Size : 4 in. Part Number:
D With Inlet Size Outlet Size : 2. Page 1 of 33 Showing 1 - 15 of results. Featured Brands.
Magnaflow Natural Muffler - Universal Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers. Magnaflow
Performance Mufflers are made of percent stainless steel that is lap-joint welded for solid
construction and rugged reliability even in extreme conditions. They come with a large
diameter, free-flowing, and straight-through perforated stainless steel core that provides smoot
Borla Natural Muffler - Universal Manufacturer Borla XR-1 Multicore Muffler features a patented
uninterrupted-flow design and multi-core technology. It has a longer spike for scavenging to
generate maximum power. It is dyno-proven to increase exhaust flow and boosts performance
2002 gmc sierra trailer wiring diagram
hp stream 14 ax000 series
2003 infiniti g35 timing belt or chain
. Insulated to reduce shell temperature for a cooler driver' Dynomax Natural Muffler
Manufacturer Started in , aFe Power is known for its innovative design and manufacturing
standards with reg Nov 14, I haven't installed it yet. But it's better than the standard muffler. I
would purchase again it needed. Customer service was great in replacing the first one they
sent. Thank you. Stuart c Walker. Purchased on Oct 30, Ralph from Houston. I drive a Nissan zx.
I put these mufflers on after taking off 2 other brands that sucked and I absolutely love them. I
wanted a Ferrari like sound and boy do these sound great. My car is already fast but I even
noticed that the car was peppier than usual. Ralph Galvan. Purchased on Nov 14, Jun 30, Gary
McMann. Purchased on Jun 04, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. What are the Best
Mufflers? Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

